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Let 7] be a real «-plane bundle over a paracompact space B. With

i; one associates two (total) characteristic classes: the Stiefel-Whitney

class

Win) = 1 + Wiiv) + Wdr,) + • • • + Wniv)   iWdv) E H%B; Z2))

and the Pontryagin class

pin) = 1 + pdv) + ■■■+ Pdv) ipdv) E H%B; Z)).

Here Z = integers, Z2 = integers mod 2, and g= [m/2]—the largest

integer in w/2.

Recall that the homogeneous Pontryagin classes, pdr¡), are defined

by

Pdv) = i-iyctdne) Húiú[n/2]),

where r\c is the complexification of the bundle r¡ and Cy(??c) denotes the

jth Chern class of the complex «-plane bundle r)c (see [l]).

For convenience of notation set

Pikiv) = i-i)Mvc),

where q = [k/2] and 1 ̂ k^2n. Thus, pdv) =Pidri)- We call the classes

Pnc+dv) (&=^0) the torsion Pontryagin classes of r¡, since [l] 2Pik+dv)

= 0. These torsion classes occur in an important situation—that is,

in the expression for the Pontryagin classes of the (Whitney) sum

of two bundles. The purpose of this note is to express these torsion

classes in terms of the standard characteristic classes of the bundle rj.

In fact, we give three equivalent expressions for them!

Theorem. Let n be a real n-plane bundle. Then, for k^O,

Pik+dv) = BtiWuiidWu+dv)) = ptiv)S*Wiin) + iôtWnir,))2

= Ô*Sq2kWik+dv).

Here ô* is the Bockstein coboundary associated with the exact se-

quence

0->Z^Z->Z2-+0,

and Sq2k is the Steenrod cohomology operator.
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By the usual naturality argument it suffices to prove the theorem

for the case n=yn, the classifying bundle over the real Grassmann

complex G„—that is, the space whose points are all n-dimensional

linear subspaces of Rx (i? = real numbers; see [l] for details).

Denote  by  P°°   the   real,   infinite-dimensional   projective  space

(Pw = Gi) and by y\ (l=ign) the 1-plane bundle over the n-fold

Cartesian product (P°°)n induced from y1 by the ith projection map
(p«)n_^poo Set

? = 7i © • • • © yn      (ffi = Whitney sum).

By the same argument as that used to prove Theorem 5.1 of [2], one

obtains

p2p<k+2(t;n) = w2k+im2,

where pris induced by the factor homomorphism Z—->Zr (r = 2, 3, • • •).

Let/ be a map from (P°°)n to G„ which induces £n from 7". Since

/*, the mod 2 cohomology homomorphism induced by /, is a mono-

morphism we obtain—by naturality of the characteristic classes,

(l) PiPik+2(y) = w2k+i(y)2.

Denote by T the torsion subgroup of H*(Gn; Z). Since every ele-

ment in T has order 2 it follows that two classes, x and y, in T are

equal if, and only if, p2(x) =p2(y). Now, as remarked above, Pik+2(yn)

ET. Therefore, the first equality in our theorem follows from (1)

when we note that

p2o*(W2kWik+i) = ß^WikWn+i)

= (Wu+i + WiWikXWn+i) + W2k(WiW2k+i)

- W\k+i.

Here Wi= Wi(y"), and ß2 is the derivation p25* which has the values

ß2W2i(v) = Wi(v)Wii(v) + Wii+i(v),

ßtWn-Av) = Wi(r,)W2i-i(v) (i^l),

for any bundle 77.

The second equality in the theorem follows likewise from (1):

P2(pko*Wi + (h*W2kY) = (piPk)(P2S*Wi) + (p2ô*W2k)2

=   (pipk)(ß2Wi) + (ß2Wik)2

= (W2k)2(Wi)2 + (WiWik + Wik+i)2

= (Wik+l)2 = p2pik+2.
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Here we have used the fact that p2 is a multiplicative homomorphism

and that Pipk=W\k (pk = pk(yn)).

Finally, to obtain the third equality notice that

PiS*Sq2k = ß*Sq2k = S^Sg» = Sq2k+1.

Since Wik+i is a (2k + i)-dimensional cohomology class,

Sq2k+W ik+i = (Wn+i)2,

and therefore

PiôtSq^Wu+i = (Wik+i)2 = piPa+i,

completing the proof of the theorem.

Suppose now that 77 and f are two bundles over the same base

space. Define for k è 1,

Dk(v, f) = Pdv © r) -  E Pdv)Pdt);
i+j=*

that is, Dk measures the deviation of the Pontryagin class pk from

following the multiplicative rule for characteristic classes. Using the

fact that (ij ®Ç)c is equivalent to r\c@Çe, together with the multiplica-

tive property of the Chern class, one has

p*(i»er)= 12 Pîdv)Pv(t).

Thus, using the first equality in the theorem, we obtain:2

(2) Let 77, f be bundles over the same base space. Then, for k^l,

Dk(r,,t)=      £     o*[Wu(r,)Wii+dv)]o*[Widt)Wij+i(!;)].
«+y=*-i

Suppose that 17 and f are both orientable bundles. Then, Wi(tj) =

Wi(Ç) =0, and consequently,

Ddv, f) = Ddr,, f) = 0.

Continuing in this fashion, recall that an «-plane bundle £ is equiv-

alent to a bundle with Spin(w) as structure group if, and only if,

Wi(£) = Wi(£) = 0. Denote by 5sPm(n) a classifying space for Spin(«)-

bundles. Then one easily shows that

77<(7ispin(n); Z) = 0,      1 á » á 3;      H^Bspinw; Z) is free abelian.

Thus for a Spin («) -bundle £,

* Cartan notes an equivalent formula in Exposé 17 (equation no. 59') of Séminaire

H. Cartan 1959/1960, Paris.
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Wi(Q = Wt(Q = Wt(Q = 0.

Applying this information to equation (2) we obtain :

(3) Let r¡, Ç be orientable bundles over the same base and suppose that

Wt(v) = Wi(£) = 0.

Then,

Dk(n, f) = 0, for 1 á k Û 6.

There is one other place where the torsion Pontryagin classes play

a role. Denote by ^2 the Pontryagin square cohomology operation

and by 02 the cohomology homomorphism induced by the inclusion

Z2—+Zi. Then, Wu has shown (see [2; 3]) that

y2(W2i+i(V)) = Piô*Sq2iW2i+i(v) + e2(Wi(V)Sq2iWu+i(V)),

where 17 is any real n-plane bundle. Thus, by the third equality of our

theorem we obtain:

(4) Let r¡ be an n-plane bundle. Then, for î'ÏïO,

$i(Wii+i(v)) = P4ÍV2O7) + e2(Wi(v)Sq2iW2i+i(v)).
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